Introduction
Our model is based on a noisy-channel model, assuming that the users information need was expressed in the destination language and only through some noisy channel transformed into the source language.
In fact, we consider the noisy channel to be split into two stages, one translation addresses the noise introduced by the second noisy channel. Additionally, though in the current work not successfully deployed, an expansion step could be taken here. Afterwards, an algorithm based on the dependence tree structure is used to decrease ambiguity, producing several sample queries. The last step is to choose the query which most probably represents the information need. The latter two steps address the noisy channel assumed to exist even in monolingual information retrieval, trying to identify multiwordconcepts and filtering out erroneous words.
For simplicity we will refer throughout the remainder of this work to the destination language as English and the source language as Spanish. Therefore, the query (which represents incompletely the information need) is given in Spanish and has to be transformed such that it may separate relevant from irrelevant documents if passed on to a standard retrieval system, as was INQUERY in our experiments.
All experiments using INQUERY are based on the following two corpora: for English, the AP collection (years '88 through '90) within the TREC-9 corpus, consisting of 243,000 documents, was used. For Spanish the database ISM_ALL of 208 MB was used. Tests are performed using 21 queries from the TREC crosslingual IR set with provided relevance judgements. Using these corpora allowed for comparison with results obtained by Lisa Ballesteros [Ball98] .
Step 1 A: Expansion
Optionally, a source language expansion step can be performed before the translation process. Implemented as a call to the INQUERY function get_modified_query with one of the given query words at a time, frequently occurring words, i.e. expected to be relevant to the query, are found. Those terms that occur more often than 10% with each other (an arbitrarily found threshold) are added to the query. This method reveals only few additional words, those found are in most cases very closely related, but on the other hand very biased towards relevant topics during the years '88 through '90. Although the added terms were good expansions, i.e. adding meaningful words that are closely related to the term they are extending, the expansion step did not lead to the results expected. Contrarily, as the badly chosen example shows, it even decreased the precision by inferring links where a human would never expect one to exist, as between pope and tourism.
The result of the expansion compared with the non-expanded algorithm reads as follows: We mentioned the expansion step here for the sake of completeness, while the results shown below were created without the expansion step.
Step 1 B: Translation
Translation was performed word-by-word using a machine readable dictionary provided by Collins. All possible translations were taken into account, regardless of the word's part-of-speech. Thus, e.g. it is not possible to distinguish among the male word el papa (pope) and the female word la papa (potato).
Additionally, the dictionary includes a large number of uncommon translations as they appear in sayings, so that el papa is also translated to soft job or stab and la papa gains the additional meaning baby food.
On average, one Spanish term is translated to 6.0 English terms. The key idea during this phase is to minimize bias against rare translations, to avoid ignoring a correct though uncommon translation whose terms have never been taken into account. Nevertheless, in order to decrease computational complexity, terms with an absolute document frequency of less than 10 times were filtered out 2 . Contrarily, if a Spanish term was not found in the dictionary, it could be included as English term, if it appeared in the English corpus, too. These words are most probably names or abbreviations, which still carry some information although used in another language.
In more detail, this step reads as follows: check for the occurrence of the unaltered word in the dictionary. If not successful, check for a small number of regularities to transform plural words into the singular form or to find the infinitive of conjugated verbs. Only if not even this search returns a result, the word to search for is stemmed, since this often injects errors, but in most of the cases finds possible translations.
As an example, consider searching for the word paises, which means countries. The given plural form of the word does not appear in the dictionary, so the end is stripped off, resulting in pais. This is found as country, while the stemmed version pai would also wrongly result in pie.
Step 2 A: Disambiguation
We developed different approaches concerning the disambiguation of words: (1) is based on building a complete dependence tree among all English terms as translated from the query terms, while (2) reduces the complexity by computing a dependence tree for the Spanish terms and searching for Mutual Information only among those terms, which were directly connected in the tree for the source language Spanish.
Complete Destination Language Dependence Tree
In a first step the EM-measure is computed for all pairs of terms, cf.
[Ball98] for more detail:
The components are as following: n is the number of documents in the corpus, n(a) the document frequency of term a, n(a,b) the co-occurrence of terms a and b. The co-occurrence statistics are derived by the INQUERY command evaluate_query(#uw100(a b)), thus the co-occurrence is measured over a text window of 100 terms 3 . This formula, slightly differing from the more often used EMIM measure has the advantage of not being biased toward frequent terms.
A second step chooses a root node for the tree which is to be computed. Experiments showed that a good selection strategy is as simple as follows, if several possible translations can be computed: for each translation alternative choose consecutively the most frequent term within one category, which we define as all English terms derived from the same Spanish query term. That is, for alternative I, the English term translated from Spanish term 1 with the highest document frequency is chosen, in alternative II terms translated from Spanish term 2 are considered, etc. This method is based on the observation that correct translations almost always include at least one of the most frequent terms of one category.
In a third step we compute a dependence tree similar to the approach proposed by van Rijsbergen [vR77] .
As algorithms to model the tree we used exchangeably the Minimal Spanning Tree algorithm by Whitney 4 and a simpler greedy approach. Both were shown to lead to equal results, given problems with a depth of less than 100 nodes (i.e. English terms) and relatively sparse EM-information. It is important to note that about half of the term pairs did not possess any co-occurrence, so that it is not uncommon that several words did not appear in the tree, due to the lack of any connection to another word.
Finally, the tree is pruned back, so that any translation of a category is dismissed, as long as there remains at least one other translation and the node in the tree is not necessary to connect the root with the last occurrence of another category. This ultimately results in the possibility of including several translations for one Spanish term. These multiple translations are later combined with the INQUERY #syn operator.
This algorithm is summarized in figure 1. In the following we refer to query terms in the source language as qs and to query terms in the target language as qt(qs) or shorter as qt, if the source term, from which the translation is taken is of no concern.
3 experimentally, other window sizes of 50 and 250 terms have been tested without changing the results significantly Algorithm "Disambiguation with destination-language dependence tree":
for each query word qs 1 , qs 2 , ... translate to qt 1 (qs 1 ), qt 2 (qs 1 ), ..., qt 1 (qs 2 ), ... for each word pair (qt1(qs1), qt1(qs2)) compute EM co-occurrence for each qs { root = qti(qsk), such that n(qti(qsk)) > n(qtj(qsk)) compute dependence_tree(root) prune tree bottom to top as long as categories are not deleted give out nodes remaining } The dependence tree depicted on the left will be pruned (marked by the crossed out terms) and eventually lead to the query "qt 1 (qs 1 ) #syn(qt 3 (qs 2 ) qt 4 (qs 2 )) qt 1 (qs 3 )".
Thus, two terms from category 2 are used, because qt 3 (qs 2 ) cannot be pruned without loosing a translation of qs 3 . 
Using Dependence Tree of Source Language
Yet another chosen approach does not compute the full dependence tree for the destination language, but rather uses information gained by processing the query to decrease the complexity in the destination language computations. Thus, the steps performed are:
(1) Building a dependence tree for the Spanish source query, using the same mechanism described in the preceding paragraph. Since on average the problem size for the dependence tree for Spanish is 5.6 words, while for the English we face an average problem size of 33.6 words, we can assume that the probability of asserting wrong interdependencies is much smaller regarding the Spanish query.
(2) The knowledge gained out of the first step can then be used to search the limited space of those English terms whose Spanish origins have been found interconnect ed, i.e. shared a link in the dependence tree. As an example, in the query automóviles de energía solar (cars powered by solar energy) the term energía is translated to energy, drive, power and current. While drive and automobile co-occur most often, the term qt 4 (qs 2 ) qt 3 (qs 2 ) qt 2 (qs 2 ) qt 1 (qs 1 ) qt 1 (qs 2 ) qt 1 (qs 3 ) qt 2 (qs 1 ) energy is better. This translation can be found, when the Spanish dependence tree is taken into account, in which energía is associated with solar, and energy co-occurs more often with solar than drive.
(3) Since not all terms can be added to the tree with this method (often there are no co-occurrences among the terms from the categories associated with each other in the Spanish dependence tree), we attempt to add terms for the other categories using the English dependence-tree algorithm described before and finally with a backup method that adds the terms with the highest document frequency, if no co-occurrence is significant.
Step 2 B: Selection by query probability
Following the computation of sample queries, one for each non-stopword in the original query, one has to be chosen as result. The query probability P(Q) is computed by a mixture model, with the two components conditional probability of node given the parent node and individual probability, which is the best estimate for that word, given all possible translations within the respective category:
(1) qt j is parent node of qt i (2) all qs are covered; note: for simplicity in the formula qt was written instead of qt(qs) (3) qt i' are all English terms from the same category as qt i
This approach needs refinement, since it could be shown experimentally that taking always the first of he sample queries led to slightly higher results than selecting by the highest query probability P(Q).
Giving individual weight to terms
The INQUERY system allows with the #wsum function to assign individual weight to each of the terms in the query. Passing the respective term-probability, being equal to one component within the multiplicative term of the P(Q) formula as shown in the preceding paragraph, results in higher recall and reduced precision.
No significance tests have been done yet, but experimentally results of 5-10% increased recall and a only slightly reduced precision (less than 1% difference) can be reported and suggest to make use of this technique.
Results
Although we can find several examples in which the described algorithms are promising, the overall performance is poor. Table 1 summarizes recall and precision results of the two disambiguation techniques described in this paper as well as two baselines for comparison. The first column shows a crosslingual baseline, for which the Spanish queries were translated with the method described under step 1B and then tagged together with #syn-operators including all words within one category. The two following columns represent the techniques shown in step 2A: the English dependence-tree algorithm and the algorithm also taking into account the Spanish dependence-tree. The rightmost column is a monolingual baseline; here English queries (manually translated from the Spanish source) were run on the INQUERY retrieval system.
Our first technique, the English dependence tree algorithm, achieves a slight gain over the crosslingual baseline. Taking additionally the Spanish dependence tree increases the result to 56% of the monolingual result, but is still worse than the 60% Lisa Ballesteros reported for word-by-word translation using a part-ofspeech tagger and the synonym operator. Compared to the results presented in [Ball98] , which achieved 79% of monolingual retrieval by means of a phrase dictionary and co-occurrence statistics, our results cannot compete. 
Discussion of results
The poor results in practice may partly be explicable with some deficiencies of the English database:
1. Our database consists of American English while the dictionary is British English. Therefore, e.g.
the Spanish word basura is translated to rubbish and garbage, which hardly occur in the database.
There the words trash or junk would be found, but do not exist in the dictionary.
2. Some common term combinations one would expect to identify easily are in fact not detected:
segunda guerra mundial should be translated to second world war, but this combination of words is uncommon, more often World War II is used -and the algorithm fails. Additionally, due to the short period of only two years from which the database documents are collected, the bias towards topics relevant during that topic seems to be a greater constraint than expected: during the years '88 -'90 it seems as if the second world war was not much a topic, so that even the terms world and war do not show a high EM-score. Another example is demonstrated by the query the popes journey to
Mexico. Since the pope did not visit Mexico during the specified years, there is no co-occurrence of the terms, and the algorithm heads into another direction: tourism as an alternative translation to journey occurs more often with Mexico, as do potatoes, which are, as mentioned before, an alternative to pope, due to a lacking part-of-speech recognition. Therefore the viaje del papa a mexico becomes <potato tourism Mexico>.
